A technique for compactifying garbage collection is presented. The method is applicable to very general classes of nodes, works even when pointers point into the middle of nodes, and preserves arbitrarily complex re-entrant pointer structures. (Received October 1971) Languages providing dynamic storage allocation usually provide for the automatic reclamation of unused storage by garbage collection (e.g., see McCarthy, 1962) .
In its simplest form, a garbage collector reclaims unused storage while leaving objects in use in situ, i.e., in the same memory locations. Hence, the storage in use eventually becomes scattered throughout memory. Under common conditions, this has deleterious consequences. If blocks of storage may be required in various sizes, the fragmentation of storage may produce a situation where there is no single free block large enough to satisfy some request although the total amount of free storage is great enough. A solution to this problem is compactifying garbage collection. That is, garbage collection in which the storage in use is moved to a contiguous region of memory and all pointers are adjusted to reflect this movement. The resulting list structure has the same topology as the old, so that re-entrancy and sharing of common substructure are preserved. There are several algorithms for doing this for particular list structures. Algorithms by Minsky (1963) and Fenichel and Yochelson (1969) work for LISP, i.e., list structure represented by linked blocks of two pointers each. Algorithms by Hansen (1969) and Cheney (1970) handle one-way list structure represented as a mixture of linked two-pointer blocks and sequential blocks of list elements. Each of these algorithms is tailored to a particular class of list structure and does not generalise to the case of arbitrary nodes. This paper presents a compactifying garbage collection technique that works on arbitrary nodes, even when pointers point into the middle of nodes. The next section outlines the need for such a technique.
Motivation
Typically, a list-processing system offers one data representation for all structures. For many purposes, this is quite satisfactory. For others, this is awkward and inefficient. To overcome this, a few languages-e.g., ALGOL 68 (Wijngaarden, 1969) and ELI (Wegbreit, 1971) -have been developed which allow the programmer to create his own representations. A programmer might choose to use rings, twoway lists with back as well as front pointers, threaded lists, or a mixture of these and conventional two-pointer nodes. Further, he might choose to have the nodes contain one or more fields containing non-pointer information: integer counts, complex numbers, character strings, bit vectors, etc. In general, the programmer is free to define the sorts of objects he needs, allocate such objects, and link these up as desired. It is useful to ascribe a data type or mode to each sort of object.
The sort of modes permitted by such languages may be described recursively as including:
1. A fixed set of primitive modes such as integer, real, character, and Boolean. The actual set of primitives is immaterial so long as there is a predicate, SIMPLE, which is true of the primitive modes. 2. Pointers to objects whose modes are in this set. 3. Structures and arrays whose components have modes belonging to this set. Examples of these are:
1'. an integer; a character 2'. a pointer to an integer; a pointer to an array of Booleans 3'. a structure consisting of <an integer) and <(a pointer to a structure like this one); a structure consisting of <a real) and <a structure consisting of an integer and an array of characters). Since we deal with many different sorts of objects, techniques for list structure garbage collection carry over only partially and compactification techniques do not carry over at all. A general purpose garbage collector must be able to (a) deal with non-uniform sized objects (b) trace a pointer embedded in a substructure of an object (c) handle situations in which several pointers separately reference both an object and one or more components. As an illustration of the last problem, it may be that in the last example above, one pointer references the entire major structure, while another references the real, and another references just the fourth character in the character array. There are a variety of ways of simplifying the problem, but at unacceptable expense.f One can, for example, handle (a) by prefixing each object which can be pointed to with a type or length code. Similarly, compactification can be made easy if each object is prefixed by a backpointer to a ring of all those pointers which point to the object. Alternatively, one can reserve room for the backpointer but construct the ring only during garbage collection. However, these simplifications require extra garbage collection fields in each object that can be pointed toa price which is unacceptable in view of (c) above. The technique to be described does not require special garbage collection fields.
The technique A non-compactifying garbage collector has two phases:
1. trace through all reachable structures and mark objects in us,e, and 2. sweep linearly through memory collecting the unmarked •This work was supported in part by the US Air Force, Electronics System Division, under Contract Fl9628-7l-C-0173 and by the Advanced Research Projects Agency under Contract F19628-68-C-0379. t Indeed, one can assume the existence of a very large virtual memory in which compactification is employed principally to increase the percentage of useful information on each page (i.e., to reduce page faults). In such a situation, one can reserve a second region as large as the one to be compacted and perform compactification by copying from one to the other. Hence, compactification is straightforward. This paper is concerned specifically with the case in which the address space is limited and reservation of such a second region is unacceptable.
words. To compactify, phase 2 is replaced by: 2'. plan where each block of storage in use is to be moved to, 3'. adjust each pointer in use to point to the planned address of the object it references, and 4'. move the contents of each block in use to its planned address. Since this is more complicated than normal garbage collections, it is useful to mix the two strategies. That is, most garbage collections are non-compactifying; the compactifier is used as an option in garbage collection, to be invoked only when necessary. In view of the relative infrequency of its use, the compactifying garbage collector need not be overly concerned with speed. It must, however, make a minimum of demands on storage. It is these two considerations that shape the algorithm presented in this paper. At the point garbage collection is initiated, there is some active environment. This typically includes the stack, the machine registers, and certain fixed locations. The environment specifies the set of base points from which tracing begins and hence defines all the structures active at the time garbage collection is initiated. The outermost loop of the garbage collection trace phase is to consider, in turn, each of the base points and initiate a trace from that point. Since the environment depends on the language and the implementation, we neglect this outer loop and discuss the action for a single base point P. We assume that for any base point, one can determine the sort of object it points to. (Typically, this is implemented by storing with each base point both an address and a type code for the object pointed to.) The function of the trace phase is to mark all objects in use. This becomes complicated where only part of an object is referenced. Given a pointer to an object, there is no way to know whether the object is part of a larger object and what that larger object is. Further, since objects as small as a bit can be pointed to, there is a problem of how to do the marking. The method used here is to fix on some minimum block size, a word in most machines, and mark to the level of refinement but no finer. Hence, if any bits of a word are in use, the word will be regarded as in use. The choice of quantum unit for marking cannot, however, be altogether arbitrary; there is one requirement which must be met. We discuss this after presenting the trace algorithm.
Unlike list-structure systems, there is no way here to do the marking in the machine word itself. A word may contain a bit vector, an integer, or a real number, leaving no room for marking bits. Hence, we use a bit map-a vector of bits, one per word. Address arithmetic maps the /th word of the free storage region onto the /th element of the bit map. It will prove convenient to use the ALGOL 68 term heap as an abbreviation for 'free storage region'. It will also be convenient to suppress the existence of the bit map and speak of marking an object, meaning setting bits corresponding to the address(es) of the object. To express the trace algorithm, we require some conventions for dealing with objects of arbitrary data types. The following is a reasonable set, implementable in almost all systems. An object can be referenced by means of a pair {A, M> where A is an address and M is the mode (i.e., data type) of the object at that address. MARKEDiA, M) marks all words of the object referenced by the pair (A, M>. It returns true if all words are already marked; otherwise, it returns false. OBJ (A, M) is the object at A of mode M. Two generalised functions are applied to arbitrary objects: ADR{obj) is the address of the object, MDipbj) is the mode of the object.* Three other functions are applicable to various classes of objects. For any compound object X, LENGTH(X) is the number of components, and COMPONENT^, I) is the /th component. For any pointer object X, VAL(X) is the object pointed to. Two functions test for classes of objects. If M is a data type, S1MPLE(M) is true only if that type is primitive, i.e., neither a structure, nor an array, nor a pointer. POINTER(M) is true only of pointers. While tracing one pointer from a compound object, it is necessary to keep a handle on the object so as to be able to return to it. For this, we use a stackj. PUSH(e u . . .,e n ) pushes the values of e u .. ., e n onto the stack. EMPTY-STACKQ is true if the stack is empty; otherwise false. POP(N U . . .,N n ) pops the top n items from the stack arad assigns these to the variables N n ,.. ., N y . To trace from a base point P, the trace routine initialises A to the address of and M to the mode of the object pointed to by P and executes the following code:
POP{A,M,I); goto LOOP 3 The algorithm begins by marking the referenced object. If the object was previously marked, no further action need be taken for it. If the object is SIMPLE(i.e., primitive), no further action need be taken. If the object is a pointer, it is traced. Otherwise, the object must be a compound object-either an array or a structure. A compound object is traced by considering its components in turn: SIMPLE components are ignored, pointer components are traced, and components which themselves are compound objects are handled by recursive decomposition. Notice what occurs when two pointers, PI and P2, respectively reference an object and one of its components. If PI is traced first, then the entire object is marked. Hence, when P2 is traced, the component is found to be marked and tracing of P2 stops. This occurs even (/"components of the object remain to be considered: a triple for the remaining components has been previously stacked and will be popped in due time.
If, on the other hand, P2 is traced first, then just the words containing the component are marked. When PI is subsequently tDigressionally, it may be noted that the use of a stack (or equivalently, recursion) is mandatory. This is not the case in LISP where it is possible to store all return points in the structure itself by reversing pointers (Schorr and Waite, 1967) . This dispenses with the stack but requires one extra garbage collection bit per word used to interpret the trace state on return to an object after having traced either of its pointers. An attempt to apply this technique to generalised garbage collection fares poorly. Instead of a single bit to determine the state of tracing within an object, one needs an integer index (see below). Further, one needs a type code to determine how to interpret an object. There is no room to store this information in the structure being traced; storing this in a map is obviously impractical. Hence, a stack of some sort is required.
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traced, the words containing the other components are found (see below) to be unmarked. Hence, the entire object is processed, each component in turn. The component pointed to by P2 will be considered again; however, should this contain a pointer P3, the object pointed to by P3 will be found to be entirely marked, so that tracing from P3 will not be repeated. One difficulty in the last case may arise if the component referenced by P2 is part of a one-word object which contains a pointer not part of this component. For example, a structure may consist of a character and a pointer; the pointer P2 may reference the first component-the character-only. When PI is traced, the entire object will be found to be marked so that the object will not be traced. Hence, the pointer (the second component) will never be traced, causing an error. That is, marking the word containing a component masks off any other components in an object; if the other components are pointers, this causes an error. There are two possible solutions. One is to arrange the layout of compound objects such that if an object (or distinct subobject) takes one word and contains a pointer, then it contains nothing else. Another is to observe that the choice of the word as the unit of marking is too coarse. To avoid the problem, it is necessary to choose the unit of marking such that a pointer completely fills at least one marking unit. On most machines, a half-word insures this, if pointers are justified. If a pointer crosses marking unit boundaries (e.g., lies in two half-words), both units are marked in tracing. Since it is impossible for a second pointer to fit into the remainder of the second marking unit, tracing proceeds safely. In choosing between the two solutions, there is a trade-off to be made between the size of marking unit and the packing density of compound objects. The choice is ruled by implementation considerations. One additional point bears attention. The only reason for considering the components of a compound object is to dis- cover any pointer fields it may contain. Hence, the algorithm would still work, and work much faster, if SIMPLE was interpreted to mean 'contains no pointers'. With this modification, the algorithm marks but otherwise ignores all objects but those containing pointers. Where compound objects containing no pointers are common, this avoids considerable needless computation and is therefore a very significant improvement. When the trace phase is completed, all words of the heap (i.e., free storage region) that are in use have been marked. A contiguous set of marked words contains at least one and perhaps many distinct objects which must be preserved. This must be carried out for both compactifying and non-compactifying garbage collection. At this point, the two collection algorithms diverge. The non-compactifying garbage collector forms a free-list* consisting of linked blocks, each comprising contiguous words not marked as in use. The compactifying garbage collector moves all storage in use into one region of memory to produce a single free block.
Compactification begins by linearly sweeping the heap to form a free-list where each block contains a count field containing the number of words in the block and a pointer to the next block. Since the list is formed by a linear sweep, the list is ordered by address; c.f. Fig. 1 . The next phase involves planning where the blocks in use will be moved to. The desired rearrangement of storage blocks depends on system considerations. Two cases are perhaps most common.
1. Move all blocks in use to low core. Part of the resulting free block can then be returned to a higher level storage allocator, e.g., monitor. 2. Move blocks in use away from some region which must be expanded-e.g., the stack. In either case, we assume that the blocks in use are to be packed into a contiguous region starting at location B'. Let B be the starting address of the heap before compactification. Let S t be the number of words in the /th free block. The compactification algorithm is somewhat simplified if every block in use, including the first, is preceded by a free block. This can be insured if a small starting block at location B is specially reserved. This will not be pointed to from any base point, so it will not be marked during tracing. It will be treated as free and, hence, merged with any other free words contiguous to it. Let S o be the size of the starting block and let S t be the size of the complete first free block (including the starting block). To initialise the book-keeping so that the starting block remains reserved, the count field now containing S 1 is decremented by
With this convention, the address adjustment is simple. If the jth block in use is now at U s , its planned address, i.e., new address, will be (c.f. Fig. 2 ).
= u, -B)-Z S t
The relevant variable is the relocation term R } for the /th block, i.e., the amount that the /th block must be moved.
= U'j -
= (B' -B) -£ S,
It is clearly useful to set up a data structure which associates the term Rj with the yth block in use. The only space guaranteed
•While it is possible to use a simple free-list, it is far better to modify this somewhat. Requests for blocks in the heap come in various sizes. To make it possible to quickly satisfy a request (or determine that a request cannot be satisfied), it is useful to maintain a vector of free-listsone for each of a set of size intervals. Logarithmically spaced size intervals are appropriate-e.g., one for each power of 2. To form the free-lists, the heap is swept linearly. Words marked as in use are ignored. A contiguous set of unmarked words is treated as a block. The number of words in the block is recorded in the head of each block, the number of leading zeros in the binary representation of the count is determined, and the block is entered into the appropriate free-list. Each block contains a pointer to the next block on that free-list. available is in the preceding free block. Hence, we use this space. The chain of free blocks is followed. In each free block, the count field is replaced by Rj. That is, S t is replaced by (B' -B) -S t and for all j > 1, Sj is replaced by the new count field of the preceding block minus Sj. For example, assuming that B' = B = 1,000, we get the situation shown in Fig. 3 . The next phase of the compactifying garbage collector is to adjust each pointer to point to the planned address of the data object it references. That is, each pointer into theyth block in use must have its word address increased by Rj. Note that the relocation term for a pointer depends only on which block it points to. Even if there are many distinct, separately allocated objects in a block, the relocation term for all pointers into the block is the same. To carry out the pointer adjustment, the compactifler proceeds as follows. It clears the bit map, then performs a second trace. The second trace phase differs from the first in that every time a pointer is traced, it is adjusted to point to the planned location of the object it points to. Since pointers are being adjusted, it is necessary to insure that no pointer is traced twice in this process; the second trace of a pointer would result in a second, and hence erroneous, adjustment. Therefore, the algorithm for the second trace phase differs somewhat from that for the first and requires several additional functions.
ALL-MARKED(A, M) does not mark the object referenced by
A and M but merely returns true if the object was previously marked. ALL_ CLEAR(A, M) performs no marking and returns true if no words of the object are marked. MARKKA, M) marks an object but returns no value. HEADER _MARK(A,M) marks only the header words (if any) of a compound object; it leaves unchanged all words containing only the components. RELOC(A) returns the relocation term for the block which includes the address A; the implementation of this routine is discussed below. To trace from a base point P, A and Mare initialised as before, A is incremented by RELOC(A), and the following code is executed:
LOOP 1 if EMPTY-STA CK § then goto TRACE 2_D0NE; POP (A,M,I,FLAG) ; goto LOOP 3 The second trace algorithm is similar to the first in the case of SIMPLE objects. POINTERS are relocated but otherwise treated as before. Compound objects such that no components have yet been considered are treated as before-i.e., the entire object is marked, thereby locking out entry when tracing other pointers. Compound objects, where one or more but not all components have been previously marked, are handled specially. The entire object is not marked; instead, a flag is set so that testing and marking are performed when the individual components are considered. The flag is stacked as part of the return point.
Notice what occurs now when two pointers, PI and P2, respectively reference an object and one of its components. If PI is traced first, the object is marked, correctly locking out the trace via P2. If P2 is traced first, the component is marked;
hence, when tracing PI the object is not found to be ALL_CLEAR. Only the header (if any) is marked and the flag is set. As each component of the object is considered, the algorithm tests whether that component is marked. The component referenced by P2 is found to be marked in this step, so it is not erroneously traced and relocated a second time.
This leaves the question of how to implement RELOC. Given a pointer to an address A, it is necessary to find the first free block immediately preceding A. Since the free blocks are linked, this could be carried out by searching the chain, a process which on the average would require half as many steps as free blocks. The search can be speeded up considerably with a directory of the free-list. Let the heap size be H and let the entries in the directory be designated 0, 1, 2, .. ., k. Then the /th element of the directory contains the address of the first free block in the address region B + IH • i/kj to B -f [i/ • (/ + l)//cj if such a block exists; otherwise, it contains the address of the last free block preceding B + \_H • i/kj. Hence, given an address A, the | _Of -B) • k/Hj entry of the directory gives the free list entry at which to start the search. If the free blocks are spread uniformly, this speeds up the search by a factor of A:; a non-uniform spread results in a speed-up by some factor less than k. The directory requires a contiguous block of storage for k + 1 entries. The larger the block, the better the speed-up in the modified free-list search. Any large block of storage available in the system may be pressed into service, e.g., unused stack space, I/O buffers, etc. One candidate which will always be available is the heap itself. That is, the block for the directory can be constructed in the largest block in the free-list. It is necessary to keep only the count field and the field used for the free-list pointer-the rest can be used for the directory. This is attractive since it requires no extra storage, works under any conditions, but works faster when a large block is available. However, it should be recalled that compactification is generally triggered by failure of the normal garbage collection to find a sufficiently large block. Unless one attempts anticipatory compactification, compactification is the time when the desired large block will be unavailable. An alternative to the directory is a binary tree constructed from the free blocks. Given an address of an object in a used block and a node in the tree, address arithmetic can be used to determine whether 1. The node covers the address (i.e., this is the appropriate free block for that address). 2. The up link of the node is to be followed to a node higher in the address space, or 3. The down link is to be followed to an entry lower in the address space.
If the binary tree is complete and balanced, then with n free blocks, it will take at most flog 2 l n steps to find the appropriate node for any address. Constructing such a binary tree is straightforward. However, each node in the tree requires storage for two pointers and a covering address (in addition to a count field). The smallest free blocks may not be able to accommodate all these. Hence, a mixed strategy is called for. The binary tree can be built for the first m < n choice levels only, its nodes constructed from the larger free blocks. Following, the binary tree yields either a node or a start point in the free-list from which point the list can be scanned by following the pointer chain. The final phase is the actual moving of blocks. As all pointers have been corrected, it remains only to copy the blocks to their new locations. Since the copying is done by blocks of adjacent words in use, the number of distinct copy set-ups will be substantially smaller than the number of objects being handled. If B' < B, all the relocation terms will be negative and moving blocks is straightforward. The heap is swept linearly. Theyth block, at location U p is copied to U } + Rj. Most machines have a 'block transfer' or 'move long' instruction for the actual copy operation. However, if B' > B then one or more of the initial relocation terms, say R u . . ., R p , may be positive. This will typically occur when the heap elements are being moved down in core to allow the stack to grow. The corresponding blocks must be moved in reverse order, p to 1, so as to prevent overwriting needed information, Further, some of the first blocks moved in this process must themselves be copied in reverse order (last word copied first), again so as to prevent overwriting. When the block-moving phase is finished, the heap has been reorganised so that words in use form a contiguous block, pointers have been adjusted to reflect this reorganisation, and non-pointer information remains unchanged. Compactifying garbage collection is therefore complete.
Summary
The technique presented in this paper emphasises generality of application and parsimony of storage. It collects and compactifies structures and arrays of both pointer and non-pointer fields, requiring no reserved garbage collection fields. It requires only a single bit map and a stack of resumption points. It works correctly for arbitrary re-entrant structure, even where pointers point into components within an object. Where only individual components of an object are in use, it preserves these components and reclaims the words containing only the other components. Compactification is an option which requires no additional storage. When employed, it compacts all storage actually in use into a contiguous region, producing a single block of all free storage in the heap.
